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Abstract

Systems that automatically define unfamiliar
terms hold the promise of improving the acces-
sibility of scientific texts, especially for readers
who may lack prerequisite background knowl-
edge. However, current systems assume a sin-
gle “best” description per concept, which fails
to account for the many ways a concept can be
described. We present ACCoRD, an end-to-end
system tackling the novel task of generating
sets of descriptions of scientific concepts. Our
system takes advantage of the myriad ways a
concept is mentioned across the scientific litera-
ture to produce distinct, diverse descriptions of
target concepts in terms of different reference
concepts. In a user study, we find that users pre-
fer (1) descriptions produced by our end-to-end
system, and (2) multiple descriptions to a single
“best” description. We release the ACCoRD cor-
pus which includes 1,275 labeled contexts and
1,787 expert-authored concept descriptions to
support research on our task.

1 Introduction

Readers of scientific papers often encounter unfa-
miliar concepts, which impedes their understanding
(Portenoy et al., 2022). This is because papers as-
sume a priori knowledge, and often lack definitions
for the scientific terms that they use. While readers
may turn to external encyclopedic resources like
Wikipedia, these contain descriptions for only a
small fraction of scientific concepts (King et al.,
2020), which has motivated the development of
systems that automatically extract or generate de-
scriptions for scientific concepts. Unfortunately,
current systems only surface a single “best” result
for all users, which is often extracted from a single
input document (Espinosa-Anke and Schockaert,
2018; Vanetik et al., 2020; Veyseh et al., 2019;
Kang et al., 2020). The one-best description may
not be accessible for all readers, given varying back-
ground knowledge.
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Figure 1: ACCoRD’s approach to Description Set
Generation. Given a corpus of papers and a target con-
cept to be described (red, e.g. MultiRC), our system pro-
duces a diverse set of descriptions. These are generated
using mentions of the target concept in terms of mul-
tiple other reference concepts (orange) from extracted
contexts (blue), resulting in a diverse set of descriptions.

Scientific concepts can be described in multiple
distinct ways. In this work, we propose that a set
of descriptions is more useful for users than a sin-
gle description. Humans learn new concepts by
understanding how they relate to other, known con-
cepts (Rumelhart and Ortony, 1977; Spiro, 1980;
NRC, 2018), and providing multiple descriptions
allows us to highlight multiple such relationships,
contributing to a more complete understanding.
Furthermore, providing multiple descriptions in-
creases the number of potentially helpful connec-
tions between a new concept and concepts within
the user’s specific background knowledge (see Fig-
ure 1), increasing accessibility. This relational ap-
proach to human concept learning has been for-
malized through the lens of Analogical Transfer
Theory (Gentner, 1983; Kurtz et al., 2001; Gen-
tner and Goldin-Meadow, 2003) and has long been
employed as a tool in scientific discourse and edu-
cation (Treagust et al., 1992; Heywood, 2002). Our
work expands upon the notion of a description in
the context of description generation systems to
include analogy-like descriptions that are currently
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Figure 2: Demo screenshots. (1) Users search for a target scientific concept from a pre-defined list and are shown
cards for top reference concepts used to describe the target concept in terms of a particular relation. (2) Users
click to expand the cards to see the extracted snippet (context) that produced the generated concept description, in
addition to a link to the source paper. (3) Spans of text that are shared between the extracted context and generated
description are highlighted to facilitate easy comparison.

not captured by either scientific definition (Kang
et al., 2020) or relation extraction (Wadden et al.,
2019) systems.

In this work, we present Automatic Compar-
ison of Concepts with Relational Descriptions
(ACCoRD) – an end-to-end system that tackles
the novel task of producing a set of distinct descrip-
tions for a given target concept.1 Given text from
scientific papers, our system first extracts all sen-
tences from the corpus that describe the concept in
terms of any other concept. Then, conditioned on
the extractions, ACCoRD generates succinct, self-
contained descriptions of the concepts’ relationship
using GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) in the few-shot
setting. The system finally selects a smaller, yet
diverse subset of descriptions that captures the rich-
ness of a concept’s usages by including multiple
relation types and reference concepts.

Our contributions are:

1. We introduce Description Set Generation
(DSG), the novel task of generating multi-
ple distinct descriptions of a single target
concept. In support of this task, we release
the ACCoRD corpus, an expert-annotated re-
source of 1,275 labeled contexts and 1,787
hand-authored concept descriptions.

2. We present ACCoRD, an end-to-end system
for DSG that outputs a diverse set of descrip-
tions for concepts in computer science.

3. We conduct a user study demonstrating that
1System demo, code, and data set available at

github.com/allenai/ACCoRD.

users prefer multiple descriptions over a single
“best” description, and that they prefer our
system’s generated concept descriptions over
those of an extractive baseline.

2 Description Set Generation

2.1 Task definition
We define Description Set Generation (DSG) as:
Given a large corpus of N scientific documents, a
target concept to be described, and a desired output
size |S|, output a set S of succinct, self-contained,
and distinct descriptions of the target concept (Fig-
ure 1). Unlike prior work, which defines the task in
terms of a single output description per scientific
concept (Jin et al., 2013; Kang et al., 2020), DSG
proposes outputting a set of descriptions. One can
view DSG as a generalization of the format used in
prior work (i.e. single-description outputs are sets
with |S| = 1).

2.2 Approach
DSG is an open-ended task, and many possible
description sets could form valid output for a given
concept. To facilitate the generation of descriptions
that are useful and factual, in this work, we focus
on descriptions that meet three criteria: (i) They
are derived from an extracted snippet of a scientific
document, referred to as the context, which
contains the target concept. In our experiments, the
contexts are limited to 1-2 contiguous sentences.
(ii) They must mention another concept, referred
to as the reference concept, which is mentioned
in the extracted context and is related to the
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target concept by one of the four relations in
{is-a,is-like,part-of,used-for}.
This relation must also be reflected in the extracted
context. (iii) The description must contain an
elaboration, or a span of text that further explains
the specified relation between the target and
reference concepts. For example, a description
cannot only say that “SQuAD is like TriviaQA”
but it must also specify that they “are both reading
comprehension data sets.” These elaborations must
be supported by the associated extracted context.

The description criteria described above enabled
us to build a system that produced many descrip-
tions preferred by users, as we show in our exper-
iments.2 However, the DSG task is more general
than our specific formulation, and experimenting
with other description formats in DSG is an impor-
tant item of future work.

3 Data set

To support work on DSG, we compile and release
the ACCoRD corpus. The data set consists of 1,275
labeled contexts and 1,787 hand-authored concept
descriptions, and induces diversity among these
concept descriptions in two key ways. First, our
data set allows for concept descriptions beyond
the typical is-a relation. Second, a single target
concept is allowed to be described in terms of any
number of other concepts in the source text.

3.1 Data set construction
To construct the ACCoRD corpus, we consider the
abstract, introduction, and related works sections
of 698 computer science (CS) papers randomly
sampled from S2ORC (Lo et al., 2020). We iden-
tify candidate contexts of 1-2 contiguous sentences
with at least one CS concept via string matching
against a high-precision set of CS concepts from
ForeCite (King et al., 2020).3

Annotators were instructed to assign a binary
label to each candidate context indicating whether
the context sentence(s) contained a description of

2Our specification of descriptions according to these three
criteria naturally include statements that would commonly be
considered “definitions.” For example, the Wikipedia defini-
tion of BERT, “BERT is a transformer-based machine learning
technique for natural language processing (NLP) pre-training.”
can be viewed as an is-a relational statement describing
BERT in terms of the reference concept “transformer-based
machine learning technique” with the elaboration “for natural
language processing (NLP) pre-training”

3ForeCite also assigns scores for each of its concepts that
represent their likelihood to be a scientific concept. We filter
to concepts with a ForeCite score ≥ 1.0.

Extracted context Hand-authored descriptions
word embedding is
a word
representation that
captures semantic
and syntactic
similarities between
words. it has been
widely utilized for a
variety of tasks,
such as sentence
classification [42],
relation
classification [41],
and sentiment
analysis [38], since
the introduction of
word2vec software.
(Shi et al., 2019)

[sentence classification, relation
classification] is a task that
word embedding has been uti-
lized for since the introduction of
word2vec software.

sentence classification is like [rela-
tion classification, sentiment anal-
ysis] in that they are both tasks
that word embedding has been
used for since the introduction of
word2vec software.

relation classification is like [sen-
tence classification, sentiment
analysis] in that they are both
tasks that word embedding has
been used for since the introduc-
tion of word2vec software.

word representation has been used
for [sentence classification, rela-
tion classification, sentiment anal-
ysis] since the introduction of
word2vec software.

Table 1: Sample entry from the ACCoRD corpus. The
ACCoRD annotation procedure uniquely allows each
positively-labeled context to yield multiple concept de-
scriptions for target ForeCite concept(s) (red) present
in an extracted context. Diversity among these concept
descriptions is induced through multiple relation types
(yellow) and distinct reference concepts (green), each
with an elaboration that specifies the relationship be-
tween the target and reference concepts (blue).

the target ForeCite concept in terms of any other
concept in the context. Inter-annotator agreement
for this annotation task was Cohen’s κ = 0.658.

For each extracted context that was assigned a
positive label, annotators were instructed to author
as many descriptions of the target ForeCite concept
that follow criteria (i)-(iii) above (see Appendix
A.1). These criteria allow each positively-labeled
context to yield multiple concept descriptions if
a target concept was described in terms of multi-
ple other concepts in the source text, if multiple
descriptive relations are applicable for a concept
pair, or if the extraction contained multiple target
concepts (see Table 1).

4 System overview

The ACCoRD system has 3 pipeline stages: (1)
extract sentences that describe one scientific con-
cept in terms of another, (2) generate succinct,
self-contained descriptions of the concepts’ rela-
tionship, and (3) select the top descriptions for each
concept (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: ACCoRD system implemetation. Our system (1) extracts context sentences (blue) from scientific
documents that describe a target scientific concept (red) in terms of another using SciBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019)
finetuned on the ACCoRD corpus, (2) generates succinct, self-contained, and distinct descriptions of the target’s
relationship to each reference concept (orange) from the extracted contexts using GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) in the
few-shot setting, and (3) selects a final description set involving multiple relation types and reference concepts.

Extraction We build a two-stage model to iden-
tify sentences that describe a target concept in
terms of another concept. First, a SciBERT (Belt-
agy et al., 2019) text classifier trained on the bi-
nary labels from the ACCoRD corpus identifies
reasonable candidate contexts. Second, a different
multilabel SciBERT classifier trained on the rela-
tion types in ACCoRD predicts a relation type for
each candidate context. The inputs to both models
have the target scientific concepts demarcated fol-
lowing Wu and He (2019). Details on training and
hyperparameter tuning are in Appendix A.3.

Generation Each extracted candidate is then in-
put into a generative model, which produces a suc-
cinct, self-contained summary of the concept rela-
tionship described in the context. For the generator,
we use GPT-3’s davicini-instruct-beta
model (Brown et al., 2020) in the few-shot setting.
Details on how GPT-3 was prompted and heuristi-
cally post-processed are in Appendix A.4.

Selection For each target concept, we identify a
smaller, easily-consumable set4 of informative de-
scriptions from the larger pool of candidates. First,
we filter descriptions to only those that involve a
reference concept from ForeCite (King et al., 2020).
Second, note that each description has an associ-
ated context classified with relations in the extrac-
tion step. Using these, for each (target, relation)
pair, we choose the most frequent k reference con-
cepts among the descriptions. Third, we select a
top description for each (target, relation, reference)
triple by selecting the one with the highest predic-

4If |S| is large, ordering the set may be an important sub-
problem, which we leave for future work.

tion score from our multilabel extraction model.

4.1 ACCoRD generates diverse descriptions
By identifying concept descriptions across the sci-
entific literature, our system captures a diversity
of descriptions for a given target concept. We
measure this diversity for a set of 150 popular
natural language processing concepts using two
metrics: the number of candidate descriptions
prior to the selection stage of our system and the
number of unique reference concepts contained in
those descriptions.5 For descriptions involving the
compare and is-a relations, we find an average
of 153 and 373 candidate descriptions per target
concept, respectively. These candidate descriptions
contain an average of 15 unique reference concepts
per target concept for is-a descriptions and 11 for
compare descriptions (see Figure 4). This shows
that our system captures a wealth of information
that is not retained by a “single best” approach.

5 User study

The experiments in the previous section show that
our system produces meaningful diversity in gen-
erated descriptions. We perform a user study with
the full end-to-end system in order to answer two
key questions regarding our system’s utility:

• RQ1: Which method of producing concept
descriptions do users most prefer?

• RQ2: Does there exist a single “best” descrip-
tion per user?

5We report these statistics per relation type exhibited in
the description. For brevity, we restrict this to the two most
commonly observed relation types.
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Figure 4: Distribution over number of unique reference
concepts per target among 150 popular NLP concepts.
For each target concept, ACCoRD produces candidate
descriptions involving a variety of reference concepts
and relations.

5.1 Study description
Our study consisted of two parts: The first aimed
to understand users’ preferences for sets of descrip-
tions, and the second aimed to understand their
preferences for individual descriptions within sets.

Participants We recruited 22 participants
through Upwork with at least a bachelor’s degree
in computer science and whose expertise included
NLP (see Appendix A.5 for details). Participants
were asked to imagine they were reading a section
in a paper and came across a scientific concept
they wanted to learn more about.

Design We selected a set of 20 popular NLP con-
cepts from ForeCite. For each concept, we obtained
three sets of six descriptions. Each set was gener-
ated from a system variant:

• generate-stratify the output of our complete
system: generated descriptions that were se-
lected according to our ranking and filter-
ing methods. This set was comprised of the
top three descriptions for each of the relation
classes compare and is-a.

• extract-stratify the raw extractions for the de-
scriptions in generate-stratify.

• generate-naive the output of the generation
step of our system, but without the final strat-
ified selection step. Instead, the top six de-
scriptions for this set were selected using the
prediction scores from our extractive model.

In Part One of the study, participants reported
their level of expertise with each concept on a 5-
point scale ranging from 1 = “I do not know this
concept” to 5 = “I know the concept and could
explain it to someone else.” For each concept, par-
ticipants then read the three sets of descriptions

extract-stratify generate-naive generate-stratify
Description set
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Figure 5: User preferences for description sets. Partici-
pants strongly preferred descriptions sets that contained
generated descriptions (generate-stratify, generate-
naive) over the set that contained extracted text snippets
(extract-stratify). Participants’ preference for the set
produced by ACCoRD’s more sophisticated descrip-
tion selection component was less pronounced, but still
resulted in a higher minimum preference count than
generate-naive.

and selected the set they found most helpful for the
imagined setting. At the end of Part One, partici-
pants gave a free-response description of how they
determined their preference for the description sets.
In particular, we asked them to articulate which
features of the description sets were important in
determining a preference.

In Part Two of the study, participants were shown
each of the descriptions from our complete sys-
tem’s output (generate-stratify) and asked to in-
dicate their preference for each description in a
multiple choice: “I would want to see this descrip-
tion of the concept,” “No preference/opinion,” “I
would not want to see this description of the con-
cept.” At the end of Part Two, participants gave
two free-response explanations: (1) why they pre-
ferred certain descriptions over others and (2) how
their criteria may have differed when rating sets of
descriptions compared to individual descriptions.

5.2 Results
RQ1: Users prefer our system’s generated de-
scriptions over baselines The three description
sets we tested were aimed at understanding users’
preferences for the individual components of our
system, in particular (1) whether users preferred the
final summarized concept descriptions to the raw
extractions and (2) whether our stratified selection
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method of filtering the descriptions was preferred.
As shown in Figure 5, aggregated over the re-

sponses for all 20 concepts in our study, partici-
pants strongly preferred both versions of the gen-
erated description sets, which received a median
score of 7.5 for generate-naive (95% CI = [5.9,
9.1]) and 10.0 for generate-stratify ([8.4, 11.6])
compared to the raw extractions from extract-
stratify at 4.0 ([2.9, 5.1]). These results also suggest
a preference for the description set obtained using
ACCoRD’s stratified selection method generate-
stratify over generate-naive.

RQ2: There is no single “best” description per
user ACCoRD’s approach is based on the hy-
pothesis that users prefer a set of descriptions to a
single “best” description per concept. Our findings
support this hypothesis: When presented with mul-
tiple individual descriptions from our end-to-end
system, generate-stratify, participants on average
preferred around 3 descriptions for a given target
concept (µ = 3.41, 95% CI = [3.03, 3.79]).

5.3 Qualitative analysis
Analyzing the free-text responses from study partic-
ipants generally confirmed the results of our quanti-
tative findings, while shedding more light on users’
considerations in evaluating concept descriptions.

Users prefer concise descriptions Participants
most consistently articulated some preference for
shorter, more concise, and more direct descriptions
of the target concept (n = 11). This provides
strong support for the generative component of
our system; however, a number of users (n = 5)
noted that the generations were not always accurate
(see Appendix for error analysis). Additionally,
though participants appreciated the conciseness of
the generated descriptions, many (n = 6) noted
referencing the extracted text for additional context,
confirming our design choice of displaying each
generation with its source text (see Figure 2).

Many users prefer analogical descriptions Our
work expands the notion of a description in the
context of description generation systems, to in-
clude analogy-like descriptions that are currently
not captured by either scientific definition (Kang
et al., 2020) or relation extraction (Wadden et al.,
2019) systems. A number of participants (n = 9)
noted that descriptions that drew connections be-
tween other concepts in this fashion were helpful,
in particular because they could ease learning and

memorization of the concept (P18), reflected their
own process when trying to synthesize new infor-
mation (P19), and helped make sense of the many
similar model architectures (P14).

6 Related Work

Learning new concepts Cognitive theories of
learning have asserted that effective ways of
describing a new concept to someone tend to
take advantage of structured background knowl-
edge (Spiro, 1980; Bazerman, 1985) by grounding
descriptions to already-familiar concepts (NRC,
2018). Systems that assume a single “best” re-
sult for all users limit the accessibility of techni-
cal knowledge to diverse audiences (Teevan et al.,
2010). These considerations motivate our system
and novel task definition, which extends the con-
ventional description generation setting to include
multiple target descriptions for a single concept.

Description generation While previous work
has investigated extracting and generating defini-
tions of scientific concepts (Espinosa-Anke and
Schockaert, 2018; Vanetik et al., 2020; Veyseh
et al., 2019; Kang et al., 2020), they focus on
producing a single canonical description for each
concept. These methods also approach definition
generation from a single-document perspective,
which doesn’t account for the multitude of ways a
concept might be described outside of the context
of that paper. In contrast, we aim to preserve multi-
ple distinct descriptions that take advantage of the
corpus-wide mentions of a given concept. In addi-
tion, unlike the data sets these models are trained
on (e.g. W00 (Jin et al., 2013)), our ACCoRD cor-
pus includes descriptions that involve comparative
relationships between concepts beyond the typi-
cal is-a relationship. Such extractions of concept
comparisons have been targeted in the context of re-
lation extraction systems (Wadden et al., 2019), and
their corresponding data sets (Luan et al., 2018).
However, these do not include differentia between
the concept pairs that elaborate on the concepts’
relationships, making them unsuitable as data for
our concept description setting.

7 Future work

7.1 Improving generation quality
Our results show that a generation component that
produces succinct, direct descriptions of a target
concept is helpful for a user-friendly system for
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DSG. However, our qualitative feedback suggests
that this is also an important area for future work,
as poor generation quality was often cited as the
reason users preferred the set with only extracted
descriptions (see Tables 3 and 4 for an analysis of
extraction-stage and generation-stage errors).

7.2 Controllable generation
Beyond resolving errors in generation, future
work might investigate methods for controllable
generation that are better tailored to user needs.
For example, in our user study free-text responses,
participants suggested that users may require differ-
ent kinds of descriptions based on the type of con-
cept being described. In particular, two participants
(P14, P21) noted that they preferred set generate-
naive, which contained more "canonical" descrip-
tions, for simple, standalone data set concepts that
could be explained straightforwardly. On the other
hand, for more complex method and system-based
concepts, like RoBERTa, GPT, and LSTM, users
expressed preference for descriptions that made
comparisons to other concepts (as produced by our
complete system). Adding a word-sense disam-
biguation module to future versions of our system
will also be important, especially for domains like
biomedicine where a single scientific term will of-
ten have multiple usages.

7.3 Potential for personalization
While we showed in Section 5.2 that participants of-
ten had multiple preferred descriptions per concept,
a question remains—Are these preferences similar
or different across users? To investigate, we com-
pute the Fleiss’ κ score measuring agreement in
participant preference votes across the six available
descriptions for each concept, and find this to be
low on average across concepts (µ = 0.06, 95% CI
= [0.04, 0.09]). Likewise, only a minority of users
(µ = 0.34, 95% CI = [0.31, 0.36]) listed the top-
voted description among their preferred ones, on
average. The high variation in preferences across
participants suggests potential for personalization
in the DSG task. In this section, we investigate
future avenues for operationalizing personalization
within description generation systems.

We consider how level of expertise in a con-
cept might affect a user’s preferences over descrip-
tions. In Figure 6, we plot the Fleiss’ κ scores
for user preferences over descriptions against the
average level of self-reported expertise of the con-
cepts. While we do observe low agreement in pref-

erences overall, interestingly the lowest agreement
scores are found for concepts for which participants
mostly self-rated as having low expertise. Fitting
a linear model to the data, we find the estimated
slope coefficient is significantly greater than zero
(b = 0.03628, p < 0.05).6
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Figure 6: User agreement (Fleiss’ κ) in description
preferences for each concept versus average concept
expertise level. We find low agreement in preferences
overall, with the lowest agreement scores for concepts
for which participants also indicated low expertise.

8 Conclusion

We have presented ACCoRD, an end-to-end system
for the novel task of Description Set Generation
(DSG). In user studies, our methods were preferred
over baseline approaches and produce a diversity of
generated concept descriptions. We also release the
ACCoRD corpus to facilitate development of future
systems for DSG. We hope that such systems will
help increase the accessibility of scientific literature
for people with diverse background knowledge.
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A Appendix

A.1 ACCoRD corpus examples that deviate from criteria
In a small fraction of cases, the hand-labeled descriptions deviate from the criteria. First, in < 4.6% of
examples, we allowed annotators to specify a reference concept not explicitly mentioned in the extracted
context. These were limited to obvious cases; e.g. “neural network” is a reference concept for target
concept “recurrent neural network.” Second, < 0.4% of examples do not contain an elaboration. The
majority of these cases are of the used-for relation, where the reference concept and elaboration are a
single entity (e.g. “gav is used for query processing in stable environments.”)

A.2 ACCoRD addresses a meaningfully novel task
To verify that the ACCoRD corpus addresses a novel task that is not well-captured by existing resources,
we compare our system’s results on ACCoRD to those of existing state-of-the-art scientific definition
and relation extraction systems. For our definition extraction baseline, we test HEDDEx (Kang et al.,
2020) trained on W00 (Jin et al., 2013), a similarly-sized corpus of definition sentences from workshop
papers from the 2000 ACL Conference. Since HEDDEx was originally only intended to produce a single
canonical definition of scientific terms and symbols at the sentence-level, we also evaluate its performance
on the subset of ACCoRD that was marked as containing an “is-a” relationship between the reference
and target concept, to more faithfully evaluate its potential. For our relation extraction baseline, we test
DyGIE++ (Wadden et al., 2019) trained on SciERC (Luan et al., 2018), a scientific relation extraction data
set. Table 2 shows these results for the union of the 1- and 2-sentence source text settings in ACCoRD, as
our qualitative conclusions remained unchanged across these settings. Our model trained on ACCoRD
outperforms models that target related tasks, even when they beat a baseline that always assigns positive
labels, suggesting that our data set addresses an importantly different task.

Model Train set F1
HEDDEx W00 0.329
HEDDExis-a W00 0.449
DyGIE++ SciERC 0.532
SciBERT ACCoRD 0.624

Positive baseline 0.484

Table 2: Results for our extractive model and relevant baselines on the ACCoRD test set (n = 674). Our model
trained on ACCoRD outperforms models that target related tasks, even when they beat a baseline that always assigns
positive labels, suggesting that our data set addresses an importantly different task.

A.3 Extraction models training and hyperparameter tuning details
For context identification, the model was trained with using a classification head on the [CLS] token.
Across 5 random seed runs, within which we performed 5-fold cross validation over 3509 examples,
we searched over training configurations and hyperparameters: model in {SciBERT, RoBERTa-Large}
loss function in {negative log-likelihood, soft F1}, number of epochs in {5, 10, 15}, learning rates in
{1e-5, 5e-5, 1e-4}, and batch size in {16, 32}. We found that the SciBERT model with soft F1 loss was
performing the best with respect to the positive class F1. Overall, our best model was a SciBERT classifier
with [CLS], trained with soft F1 loss over 10 epochs, a learning rate of 1e-5, and batch size of 16.

We followed a similar process for the multilabel relation classification model, except instead of a
softmax we used a sigmoid over the [CLS] classification head to enable multilabel predictions, whose
logit values were thresholded at 0. Our best model here was SciBERT trained with a weighted binary
cross entropy loss (weight = 2) over 10 epochs, a learning rate of 5e-5, and batch size of 32.

A.4 GPT-3 prompting and post-processing details
We provide the model with a prompt that includes the instruction “Describe the provided concept in terms
of another concept in the text” along with five hand-picked (extraction, ground truth concept description)
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example pairs from the ACCoRD corpus. We hand-select example pairs for each relation type, and for
each query extraction, provide the examples of the relation type predicted by the multilabel classifier.

Each generated description is then post-processed to heuristically identify the reference concept, using
noun chunking and regular expressions based on our description templates. We then apply additional
heuristics to the descriptions as a first-pass filter for low-quality GPT-3 generations, e.g. removing
descriptions that have any mention of unresolved references like “our work,” descriptions that erroneously
contain a reference concept that is an author’s name, and descriptions with more than one occurrence of
the target concept (to prevent descriptions of the target concept in terms of itself).

A.5 User study participant details
Of the 22 participants, all of whom had at least a bachelor’s degree in computer science, 8 participants
additionally had a Master’s degree and 3 had obtained a PhD in computer science. 14 participants indicated
having up to three years of experience in NLP, five had 4-6 years of experience, and three others indicated
having more than 7 years of experience.
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Figure 7: Number of candidate descriptions for 50 target NLP concepts, for each relation type present in our system
demo, prior to the selection stage of ACCoRD. Our system identifies, extracts, and generates approximately twice
as many candidate descriptions of the compare relation than of the is-a relation.
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Error type Percentage Sample extraction Sample generation
Generation
is an in-
accurate
synthesis of
extraction

24% in the modern context, mt systems can be cat-
egorized into statistical machine translation
(smt) and neural machine translation (nmt).
smt has had its share in making mt very pop-
ular among the masses. (Mahata et al., 2019)

neural machine translation is like statistical
machine translation in that they are both types
of mt systems and have had their share in
making mt very popular among the masses.

in the nlp community, beam search and
importance sampling are common. unfor-
tunately, beam search considers only the
approximate-top-k taggings from an expo-
nential set (wiseman and rush, 2016) , and
importance sampling requires the construc-
tion of a good proposal distribution (dyer et
al., 2016) . (Lin and Eisner, 2018)

beam search is like importance sampling in
that they are both methods that consider only
the approximate-top-k taggings from an ex-
ponential set and require the construction of
a good proposal distribution.

Generation
is tech-
nically
correct, but
unhelpful
because
it lacks
important
details

15% however, these approaches lack geometric pri-
ors and contain no mechanism for reasoning
about the likelihood of alternative trajecto-
ries -a crucial skill for the task, e.g., ’would
this look more like the goal if i was on the
other side of the room?’. due to this limi-
tation, many previous works have resorted
to performing inefficient first-person search
through the environment using search algo-
rithms such as beam search [4, 6] . (Anderson
et al., 2019)

beam search is a search algorithm that is used
for first-person search through the environ-
ment.

Generation
is incoherent

8% in recent years, generative models like vae
and gan [20, 11] and their extensions have
become popular and have been applied to var-
ious scenarios due to their impressive perfor-
mance. since the arterial and venous phases
form different data distribution, to build a
relation between them refers to the domain
adaptation using generative models, where
pix2pix [19] , cyclegan [50] and unit [28] etc.
are typical models in this field. (Zheng et al.,
2018)

vae is like gan in that they are both generative
models that have been applied to various sce-
narios due to their impressive performance
and since the arterial and venous phases form
different data distribution, to build a relation
between them refers to the domain adaptation
using generative models.

the trained model can be fine-tuned for down-
stream nlp tasks such as question answering
and language inference without substantial
modification. bert outperforms previous state-
of-the-art models in the eleven nlp tasks in
the glue benchmark (wang et al., 2018) by a
significant margin. (Jawahar et al., 2019)

question answering is like language inference
in that they are both nlp tasks that bert out-
performs previous state-of-the-art models in
the eleven nlp tasks in the glue benchmark
(wang et al., 2018) by a significant margin.

Second
sentence of
extraction
is appended
verbatim,
resulting in
a difficult
to read,
incoherent,
or inaccurate
generation

6% recent statistical machine translation (smt)
systems employ a linear combination of sev-
eral model components, such as translation
models, language models, and reordering
models. translation is performed by select-
ing the most-likely translation, which is the
candidate translation with the highest score
based on the different model components.
(Suzuki et al., 2011)

language model is like translation model in
that they are both model components that are
used in recent statistical machine translation
(smt) systems and translation is performed by
selecting the most-likely translation, which
is the candidate translation with the highest
score based on the different model compo-
nents.

Table 3: Error analysis of ACCoRD system output: generation stage. Common generation error types for a
sample (n = 100) of ACCoRD system outputs include generations that are an inaccurate synthesis of source text;
generations that are technically correct but unhelpful because they lack important details; incoherent generations;
and instances where the second sentence of extraction is appended verbatim, often resulting in a difficult to read,
incoherent, or inaccurate generation. A final error type not shown was, appending irrelevant information, which
occurred in 5% of the sample. Multiple error types can be present in the same generation.
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Error type Percentage Sample extraction Sample generation
Poor target
concept
delimitation
resulting in
inaccurate
generation

6% in order to ensure accurate word alignments,
most systems employ a post-hoc symmetriza-
tion step to combine directional word align-
ers, such as ibm model 4 (brown et al., 1993)
or hidden markov model (hmm) based align-
ers (vogel et al., 1996) . several authors have
proposed bidirectional models that incorpo-
rate this step directly, but decoding under
many bidirectional models is np-hard and
finding exact solutions has proven difficult.
(Chang et al., 2014)

ibm model is like hidden markov model in
that they are both directional word aligners
and have been used to create post-hoc sym-
metrization steps.

Extracted
text is miss-
ing details
or contains
unresolved
references
that make it
difficult to
produce a
high quality
generation

6% most of them generalize widespread existing
unilayer measures such as degree [29, 17, 1]
, betweenness [28, 34, 11] , closeness [29,
35] , eigenvector [17, 33, 1] , pagerank [31,
20, 13] or hits [26] . these generalizations
rely on the adaptation of unilayer concepts
to the multilayer case. (Reiffers-Masson and
Labatut, 2017)

pagerank is like degree, betweenness, close-
ness, eigenvector and hits in that they are all
unilayer measures that generalize to the mul-
tilayer case.

[22] . their system achieved good results on
various labeling tasks, including ner and pos,
without depending on any manual feature en-
gineering. (Ali et al., 2019)

ner is like pos in that they are both labeling
tasks that the system achieved good results
on without depending on any manual feature
engineering.

Poor sen-
tencization
of scientific
text

4% various approaches have been proposed
for sequence-tosequence problems, such as
speech recognition [15, 16] , neural machine
translation [17, 18] , and dialogue modeling
[19, 20] . among various deep-learning-based
methods, cho et al. (Lu et al., 2017)

neural machine translation is like speech
recognition in that they are both ap-
proaches for sequence-tosequence problems
and among various deep-learning-based
methods, cho et al.

Table 4: Error analysis of ACCoRD system output: extraction stage. Common extraction error types for a sample
(n = 100) of ACCoRD system outputs include poor delimitation of the target ForeCite concept within candidate
extractions, resulting in an inaccurate generation; low quality extracted text that results in low quality generation;
and poor sentence delimitation of scientific text. Multiple error types can be present in the same generation.
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